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Abstract. This paper proposes a Self-interference (SI) cancellation system model of Underwater
acoustic (UWA) communication for in-band full-duplex (IBFD) technology. The SI channel is separated
from the Far channel by exploiting a concurrently orthogonal pilot channel estimation technique using
two orthogonal frequency-division multiplexing (OFDM) blocks to establish orthogonality between
them based on a unitary matrix. Compared to the half-duplex channel estimator, the mean squared
error (MSE) and the bit error rate (BER) provided strong evidence for the efficiency of the proposed SI
cancellation. Since full-duplex systems are more efficient than half-duplex ones, the proposed approach
might be seen as a viable option for them. The proposed method proved effective when used with
a fixed full-duplex (FD) position and FD shifting of up to 4°. Different channel lengths and distances
are adopted to evaluate the proposed method. Initial findings indicate that MSE for the SI channel
minimum mean-square error (MMSE) estimator at 20 dB is 0.118 · 10−3, for fixed FD. In addition, this
paper presents a geometry channel model for the Far channel in the IBFD underwater communication
system that describes the propagation delay of the multipath reflection. The simulation results for the
multipath propagation delay spread are similar to the traditional results, with the delay spread of the
suggested model reaching (79 ms), which is close to the Bellhop simulator result (78 ms).

Keywords: Full duplex, self-interference cancellation, Far channel model, channel estimation, multi-
path propagation, underwater acoustic communication.

1. Introduction
Many industries have found a use for the UWA communication technology, which has been extensively re-
searched and put into practice in areas including underwater sensor networks, marine environment observation,
oceanographic engineering building, etc. [1]. UWA communication systems’ spectral efficiency is limited by
three variables: the small frequency bandwidth available, the complexity of UWA multipath propagation, and
the slow speed of sound underwater (1500 m s−1) [2, 3]. To maximise the usage of the radio spectrum, the FD
communication technology was developed [4, 5]. This technology may also be applied to UWA communications
systems. Many studies have been done on the viability of FD technology in UWA communication systems [6, 7],
particularly the IBFD technology, due to its ability to increase system performance by a factor of two by
doubling the frequency spectrum efficiency. Due to the signal of the near transmitter in FD interfering with
the signal of interest from the far transmitter and preventing the receiver of FD from detecting the desired
signal because of its high power and long delay spread of multipath propagation, the SI cancellation is a primary
challenge regarding FD communications and has been the primary focus of research efforts. The SI cancellation
may be realised in two ways: analog cancellation and digital cancellation. The SI cancellation performance can
be enhanced by obtaining more precise SI and Far channel estimations [8, 9]. To reach an excellent estimation,
we should be able to distinguish between the SI and the Far channel at the reception. This separation may
be attained using orthogonality, which is employed in the transmission techniques of OFDM that operate in
a half-duplex mode. Signals orthogonal to one another do not interact, conflict with one another, and can be
examined individually without the other affecting the results. In order to estimate the SI and communication
channel, it is common practice to employ a known pilot sequence; alternatively, it is recommended to use an
orthogonal sequence as a pilot sequence. In this work, we assume that the corresponding positions of both the
transmitter and the receiver are fixed. According to a research on SI channel characteristics, it is safe to deduce
that the rapid channel fluctuations and the long SI channel reflections are the most crucial factors to take into
account when developing a digital SI canceller.
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2. Related works
In this section, we cover the literature on communication channel models for multipath propagation and
self-interference cancellation methods in full-duplex transmissions. The suggested approach advances a previous
research by maximising the precision of channel estimates while reducing unnecessary overhead.

In [10], the researchers suggested a model based on a binomial expression to describe the propagation delay of
channel geometry for four types of multipath reflection based on the height difference between the transmitter and
the receiver and the distance between them. They demonstrated that the attenuation coefficient would impact
the system’s efficiency when there is a significant height difference between the transmitter and receiver. In [11],
a geometrical channel model for the propagation delay of multipath scattering based on the angles of departure
and arrival in UWA communication was introduced. The researchers pretend that the multipath scatterers are
spread out on the ocean surface and floor. In [12], a non-stationary wideband channel model in shallow water
environments is proposed based on the angles of departure and angle of arrival. The researchers demonstrated
that the suggested model was realistic and effective in enabling extended time/distance simulations because
it takes into account numerous motion effects, such as time-varying angles, distances, and clusters’ positions
with the channel geometry caused by various motion factors that impact UWA channels. In [13], researchers
offered a geometry model describing the propagation range and delay for direct and multipath reflected from
surface and bottom in a tank environment with taking into account chemical constituents of water and sodium
chloride with other factors of attenuation. They demonstrated that the transmission in the tank is substantially
strong due to the enclosed space and the reflections from the tank wall and the surface and floor. Based on the
previous literature, the previous models suffered from the complexity in geometry models and the direction
of communication between the transmitter and the recipient is required to be in the horizontal direction only.
In [14], researchers presented a digital SIC based on Non-parametric-Maximum-likelihood (NPML) with a sparse
constraints approach to estimate the SI channel considering OFDM intended signal after Peak-to-Average
Power ratio (PAPR) treated as non-Gaussian noise. The suggested method outperformed both standard NPML
and LS in simulations and experiments, with a quicker convergence rate, more accurate SI channel estimate,
and superior SI cancelation performance. In [15], researchers suggested a digital RF SIC system model of
a transmitter and two receivers within the same equipment, used to collect a copy of the transmitted signal,
which is then subtracted from the signal at the primary receiver. A Kalman filter is derived to estimate the
correlated main channel and the auxiliary channel of both receivers in the presence of two forms of noise.
In [16], researchers offered an SIC system model in Co-time Co-frequency FD (CCFD) UWA communication.
To improve the performance of digital SIC by using the reconstructed SI signal from the SI channel obtained
using an adaptive filter, they suggested using the SI signal combined with the intended signal in the estimation
of the SI channel. In [17], an SIC model to estimate the SI and communication channels concurrently across
a FD connection utilising orthogonal pilot sequences was proposed. The HD and FD of both channel estimators
using the Cramer-Rao Lower Bound were compared. The estimators’ effectiveness depends on the sequence
length and number of channel taps. Maintaining sequence orthogonality and synchronisation through correlation
characteristics is crucial to the efficacy of channel estimators. Both channel estimators are impacted by the
cross-correlation deviation, whose sequences that are not synchronised at the receiver will determine the impact
on the performance. The results also indicated a degradation of the estimator’s performance with increasing
channel length. Additionally, most existing works suffer from overhead and complexity caused by iterations of
an adaptive filter; also, any small error in SI residual will affect the SIC performance.

Below is a description of the paper’s contribution. We proposed a system model that can eliminate self-
interference signal in the digital domain in an FD configuration by separating the Self signal from the Far
signal without needing a complex overhead adaptive filter. The proposed system for cancelling self-interference
employs two orthogonal OFDM blocks by creating an orthogonality between the Self signal and the Far signal,
resulting in the complete separation of the two signals, proved mathematically, and the complete cancelation
of self-interference. The proposed model does not depend on the channel length or the tap number of the
channel impulse response and also applied efficiency with fixed FD and shifted FD. Additionally, we proposed
a simple geometrical model for the Far channel based on a triangle to describe the multipath propagation of
shallow underwater acoustic communication. The suggested model provides flexibility to the direction between
the transmitter and receiver and consists of the direct path, multipath propagated by reflections on the sea
surface, and multipath propagated by reflections on the sea floor. The outline for this paper is as follows: In
Section 3, we dissect the proposed system model for channel model and SI cancellation. The simulation results
and discussion are described in Section 4. Section 5 offers a summary of the paper.

3. System model
In this section, we introduce the architecture of the SIC model for the IBFD-UWA communication system along
with the channel model, including both SI and Far channels and the measurements.
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3.1. Structure of both transmitters
This work explores a scenario in which two UWA nodes communicate in IBFD mode where the Far node is
a transmitter, and the Self node is a receiver. OFDM is used with quadrature phase shift keying (QPSK)
modulation method with N subcarriers and equispaced comb-type pilot patterns for channel estimation with
data index d and pilot index p. The OFDM block x has been obtained by IFFT of baseband transmitted signal
X, which contains data and pilot subcarriers.

x = IFFT {X} = 1
N

N−1∑
k=0

X [k] exp
(

−j2πkn

N

)
(1)

For each OFDM block, the cyclic prefix selected of length longer than the propagation of the excessive delay
of the impulse response has been considered to overcome ISI caused by multipath propagation.

In the proposed system for full-duplex SIC, it is assumed that the Self and Far nodes use real-valued
equispaced comb-type pilot patterns with the same subcarriers with index p as shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Pilot pattern.

Pilot vector Xp =
[
P1, P2, . . . , PNp

]T with the length Np has been used for both Self and Far nodes.
At the Self node part, after the combination of data Xd at index d and pilot Xp at index p, the data XS

were created. Then, data XS passed through IFFT and cyclic prefix blocks and xScp
has been obtained. By

using a similar way, xFcp
has been obtained at the Far node part. These two signals are subsequently sent

through the SI and communication channels. The following subsection shows the model of SI and far channels.

3.2. The model of the channel
We construct a propagation channel model in this subsection, assuming a typical shallow water setting with
water column level dW shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2. An acoustic IBFD shallow water communication system.

The two transmitted signals pass through their separate channels, indicated by the SI channel and Far channel,
respectively. The UWA channel has a significant impact on the performance of the IBFD underwater wireless
communication system. Due to the strong self-interference and multipath propagation, reliable information
about the SI and communication channels are required to develop SI cancellation strategies successfully.

3.2.1. Far channel model
Characterising the propagation delay, spreading loss, transmission loss, and absorption loss of the vertical
channel is essential for developing a fundamental model of the channel. Distance-related weakening of signal
strength is expressed as a decibel (dB) value called transmission loss (TL). Attributable to a combination of
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spreading loss and attenuation, it is quantified by [18]. The latter is what would happen if the sound was
transmitted and immediately converted into heat due to friction.

TL (f) = 2αz + k log10 (r) + a (f) r, (2)

where αz denotes the 15 dB attenuation in the zy and zx planes. This is due to the fact that both the transducer
and the receiver employ toroidal transducers with a beam pattern, r represents the propagation range in
meters, and k is the spreading factor, which is 10 for spherical spreading and 20 for free-field spreading. In this
computation, a practical law that lies between both the spherical and cylindrical laws is selected. The presence
of magnesium sulphate in saltwater begins to contribute extra attenuation at frequencies lower than 500 kHz.
Despite its low quantity in saltwater, boric acid contributes at frequencies lower than 700 Hz, and the equations
that follow are related to the computation of α(f) where:

α(f) = α1 + α2 + α3, (3)

(Freshwater attenuation) α1 = af2, (4)

(MgSO4Relaxation) α2 = b f0/(1 + (f0/f)2), (5)

(Boric acid relaxation) α3 = c f1/(1 + (f1/f)2), (6)

a = 1.3 × (10 ∗ exp(−7)) + 2.1 × ((10 ∗ exp(−10)) (T − 38)2, (7)

b = 2S × (10 ∗ exp(−5)) , (8)

c = 1.2 × 10−4, (9)

f0 = 50 × (T + 1), (10)

f1 = (10)(T −4)/100, (11)

where S = 35 represents salinity in h, T = 14 means temperature in degrees of Celsius, and f=12 kHz indicates
frequency band.

To model the communication channel between the self and far nodes, we propose a geometry model to
represent the multipath propagation in the Far channel based on a triangle by setting the angle between the
FD modem direction and water column θ = 90°. Direct path propagation delay TD is determined by using the
velocity formula:

TD = (DT − DR)/c, (12)

where the transmitter depth, denoted by DT , and the reception depth, indicated by DR and c = 1500 means
the sound speed. This model posits that DR is not constant, and its value varies with respect to DT . As seen in
Figure 3, the angle θ = 90° is between a column of water and the FD direction.

DR = DT − L ∗ cos (θ) , (13)

where the distance L is separated between the transmitter and receiver. According to Figure 3, the delay in the
propagation between the transmitter and the receiver may be calculated using the Pythagorean theorem of right
triangles, whether the signal is traveling over a straight path or multipath. In this case, the hypotenuse reflects
the time it takes for each reflection to complete its propagation. There are two sorts of assumed reverberations:
surface reflections, in which the initial reflection occurs on the surface, and bottom reflections, in which the
initial reflection occurs on the seafloor.

According to the Pythagorean theorem in a vast triangle, S constitutes d1, which shows the propagation
range by the initial reflection between the transmitter and the surface (the magnitude of the vertical motion on
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(a). Surface reflections. (b). Bottom reflections.

Figure 3. Multipath reflections in Far channel.

the first reflection line segment is equal to DT ) and then to the receiver, d2 (the magnitude of the vertical motion
on the second reflection line segment is equal to DR) after drawing the reflected distance, d2 is supplied to d1 as
an extension. So the sum of the vertical motion on these two line segments d1 and d2 is equal to DT + DR. The
side indicated by Sy is perpendicular to the hypotenuse, while the side indicated by Sx is next to it.

S =
√

Sx
2 + Sy

2 (14)

Sy = DT + DR (15)

Sx = (DT + DR) tan θ (16)

For every number of surface reflections, n, between 1 and N , the propagation delay is calculated as:

Syn = DT +
[n

2

]
2DW + (−1)n+1

DR, (17)

where DW is the water depth.

TSn =
(√

(DT + DR)2 tan2 θ +
(

DT +
[n

2

]
2DW + (−1)n+1

DR

)2
)

/c (18)

The same method is used to calculate the time taken for a single bottom reflection to propagate. As
illustrated in Figure 9 and the corresponding equation, Bx is unaffected by the number of reflections, whereas
By does change.

B =
√

Bx
2 + By

2 (19)

By = DT + DR (20)

Bx = (DT − DR) tan θ (21)

For every number of bottom reflections, n, between 1 and N , the propagation delay is calculated as:

Byn =
[n

2

]
2DW −

(
DT + (−1)n+1

DR

)
(22)
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The propagation delay for any number of reflections is computed depending on the velocity formula:

TBn =
(√

(DT − DR)2 tan2 θ +
([n

2

]
2DW −

(
DT + (−1)n+1

DR

))2
)

/c (23)

For normal incidence waves at the ocean’s surface boundary, the pressure reflection coefficient is around -1,
whereas for waves reflected off the ocean floor, it is roughly 1. Reflections from surfaces that are evenly spaced
contribute positively at the receiver, whereas reflections from uneven surfaces or the bottom negatively.

Figure 4 shows the Far channel response of the multipath between the source and the receiver. The delay
spread of the echoes in the Far channel was as high as 79 ms because of the multipath propagation. This is
because the arrival times, amplitudes, and phases of signals change depending on the lengths of their original
signal routes and the delay spread. Intersymbol interference is caused by the delayed receiver copies; hence,
the propagation delay of the multipath compared to the direct path is an important feature of the underwater
channel.

Figure 4. Far magnitude CIR with L=1000.

The Bellhop simulator [19] is used to evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed model with the same
configuration parameters (DW , DR, DT , L, f) as shown in Figures 5a and 5b, where the red path indicates
a direct path or a signal that originates at the sea floor and refracts or diverges upwards until it encounters
a steep positive sound speed gradient at which point it refracts downwards. By reflecting off of the water’s
surface and/or bottom, the signal may make its way to the receiver via the water’s green route. In this case, the
black routes indicate an increase in multipath components at the receiver as a result of a more significant number
of potential paths reflected off of the sea surface and the uneven sea bottom. Results are relatively comparable
when comparing the delay spread of the suggested model (79 ms) to those of the Bellhop simulator [19] (78 ms).

(a). Ray trace. (b). CIR.

Figure 5. Bellhop’s multipath propagation setting in underwater.
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3.2.2. SI channel model
The channel coefficients and the magnitude channel impulse response, in seconds, for the Self node are generated
based on the proposed modelr [20]. Due to the fluid nature of the marine environment, including the movement
of organisms and ships, the FD may be displaced from the vertical direction at varying angles with the water
column.

This research assumes two situations to describe a self-interference channel: one in which the angle between
the water column and the FD direction is 0 degrees and another in which it is 4 degrees, as seen in Figure 6.

(a). θ = 0°. (b). θ = 4°.

Figure 6. SI magnitude CIR with L=30.

3.3. Structure of the receiver
In this section, we propose a model that can remove self-interference in a full-duplex system by separating the
Self signal from the Far signal. As mentioned previously, the two transmitted signals pass through their separate
channels denoted SI channel and Far channel, respectively, and the summation of them with AWGN noise is
received by the receiver antenna of the Self node, rcp as shown in Figure 7.

Figure 7. Received signals.

After removing the cyclic prefix and getting FFT from the received signal rcp as illustrated in Figure 8, with
an indication to number of subcarriers at each block, we have:

R = X̃SHS + X̃F HF + N . (24)
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Figure 8. Structure of SIC-based OFDM IBFD-UWA communication system.

Whose X̃ referred to the diagonal matrix created by X.

X = [X1, X2, . . . , XN ]T

X̃ =


X1 0 0 0
0 X2 0 0

0 0
. . .

...
0 0 . . . XN

 (25)

The proposed system assumed that the Self and Far channels are fixed for two OFDM blocks, and the Self
node uses the pilot vector Xp for the first OFDM block, same as the Far node, but it uses −Xp as the pilot
vector for the second OFDM block, unlike the Far node that uses the same Xp as the first block. So we have

R1 = X̃S1HS + X̃F1HF + N1,

R2 = X̃S2HS + X̃F2HF + N2. (26)

In matrix form, we have [
R1
R2

]
=
[
X̃S1 X̃F1

X̃S2 X̃F2

] [
HS

HF

]
+
[

N1
N2

]
(27)

If only pilot subcarriers for two received OFDM blocks R1 and R2 have been chosen, we have[
Rp1

Rp2

]
=
[

X̃p X̃p

−X̃p X̃p

] [
HpS

HpF

]
+
[

Np1

Np2

]
= A

[
HpS

HpF

]
+
[

Np1

Np2

]
(28)

The matrix A is a 2Np × 2Np real-valued unitary matrix [], AT A = I, so the channel frequency response
(CFR) of Self and Far channels in pilot subcarriers can be estimated by:[

ĤpS

ĤpF

]
=
[

X̃p X̃p

−X̃p X̃T
p

]T [
Rp1

Rp2

]
(29)

With an interpolation, Self, and Far CFRs, ĤS and ĤF are estimated and because X̃S1 and X̃S2 are known
by the Self node we have; therefore, SI X̂F1 and X̂F2 can be obtained by[

X̂F1

X̂F2

]
= ˜̂

H−1
F

([
R1
R2

]
−
[

X̃S1

X̃S2

]
ĤS

)
(30)

In the proposed system, it can be seen that at the Self node, the separation of two Self and Far signals has
been done completely, and SI cancellation from the Far node signal is made perfectly.
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4. Simulation results
In this section, the simulation results of the proposed method for full-duplex systems will be discussed. The
proposed orthogonal self-interference cancelation method based on mathematical proofs has no restrictions
on the channel characteristics and all the channels that can be used in the OFDM system can be used in the
proposed full-duplex system. Therefore, the proposed method for eliminating self-interference from Far signal is
independent of the number of channel taps unlike method of [17], where the orthogonality condition is satisfied
only in a certain number of channel taps.

Of course, similar to other communication systems, the characteristics of the channel, the length of the
channel impulse response, the number of pilots used for the channel estimation and the type of the method used
for channel estimation will be important and influential for the channel estimation efficiency of the proposed
system and the MSE and BER curves, but it will not have any effect on the main goal of the proposed paper,
which is the complete and accurate removal of self-interference signal from the Far signal.

All simulations are done in MATLAB based on the system model shown in the Figure 8 and Table 1 and the
simulation results are the average of 1000 simulation repetitions. In the following figures, the efficiency of the
proposed method for self-interference cancelation and channel estimation is well illustrated by MSE and BER
parameters.

Parameter Value
Bandwidth B 6 kHz
Number of sub-carrier Nc 1024
Signal constellation QPSK
CP interval 256 (1024/4)
Carrier frequency 12 kHz
Sampling frequency 48 kHz
Pilot arrangement Comb type

Table 1. Simulation parameters.

In the following figures, the simulation results of the proposed self-interference cancelation method for
full-duplex systems are shown based on establishing orthogonality between two Self signals and Far signals in
different modes and the efficiency and performance of the proposed system have been evaluated.

As shown in Figure 9, the MSE curve of the Far channel estimation in the two modes of the proposed
full-duplex and the conventional half-duplex completely coincide, and this figure shows the accuracy and efficiency
of the proposed method, which results in the correct separation of the Self and Far channels that is obtained
based on orthogonality and is the main goal and contribution of this paper. In the MSE curves, the estimation
efficiency of the Self channel is better than that of the Far channel because the Self channel has better conditions
due to the proximity of the transmitter and receiver.

(a). θ = 0°. (b). θ = 4°.

Figure 9. MSE of the MMSE channel estimation at different angles.
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In Figure 10, the BER curves for two full-duplex and half-duplex systems are illustrated. It can be seen that
the two curves are not exactly identical and there is a slight difference between them. But this difference is
inevitable and is not the reason for the inefficiency of the proposed method. According to the BER curve, the
performance of the half-duplex system is slightly better than the full-duplex system, which is related to the
overall structure of the full-duplex system.

In the half-duplex system, the Far channel is first estimated, then the Far data are extracted. But in the
full-duplex system, in general, the Self channel is estimated first. Then the product of the estimated Self channel
by the Self data is calculated and is subtracted from the received data. Finally, according to the data obtained
from the previous step, the Far channel is estimated and the Far data are extracted, according to equation 30 (of
course, in the proposed method, due to the existence of orthogonality, both Self and Far channels are estimated
simultaneously). That is why the bit error efficiency of the half-duplex system is slightly better than that of the
full-duplex system. Of course, it should be mentioned again that the bandwidth usage of the full-duplex system
is twice that of the half-duplex system.

(a). θ = 0°. (b). θ = 4°.

Figure 10. BER of the MMSE channel estimation at different angles.

In Figure 11 and Figure 12, the MSE and BER curves were displayed using the MMSE channel estimation
method for different channels with different channel lengths. As can be concluded from these figures, the
proposed method for cancelling self-interference has no limitations and is suitable for each channel with different
characteristics. Also, we can see from Figure 13 and Figure 14 that the proposed orthogonal full-duplex method
has a high efficiency in dealing with different Self-node and Far-node distances, and changes in the distance do
not affect the system’s efficiency.

Figure 11. MSE of the SI MMSE channel estimation with different CIR length.
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Figure 12. BER of the Far MMSE channel estimation with different CIR length.

Figure 13. MSE of the SI MMSE channel estimation with different distances.

Figure 14. BER of the Far MMSE channel estimation with different distances.
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Finally, Figure 15 shows the actual and estimated channel frequency response for both the Self-channel and
the Far-channel. As can be seen, the channel estimation accuracy is excellent in both channels, and this is
due to the accurate separation of the two Self signal and Far signal. In the proposed system, by establishing
orthogonality conditions between two signals, the estimation of both channels occurs simultaneously and the
elimination of self-interference is done effectively, which is a big problem in full-duplex systems, and the proposed
method of this paper can be a suitable solution of this problem.

(a). Self channel. (b). Far channel.

Figure 15. Estimation of CFR.

5. Conclusion
In this paper, the separation of Self signal from Far signal in full-duplex systems is presented. The proposed
self-interference cancelation method uses two received OFDM blocks and provides orthogonality between the Self
signal and the Far signal, and in this way separates the Far signal from the self-interference signal. The main
contribution of this paper is the complete and accurate cancelation of self-interference from the Far signal without
the conditions of the Self and Far channels affecting the efficiency of the proposed method, unlike previous works
that had these problems. The correctness of the proposed method has been proved mathematically and it has
been shown by a simulation and comparison with the half-duplex system that the efficiency of channel estimation
and receiving Far-node data in the proposed full-duplex system are the same as that of the half-duplex system.
It is also shown that the proposed method has a good performance with fixed or shifted FD and no dependence
on the channel length or distance. As a result, the proposed method can be considered a good solution for
full-duplex systems with much better spectral performance than half-duplex systems. The findings also indicate
that the proposed channel model correctly represents the behaviour of multipath propagation in a shallow water
environment in a delay spread as compared with the traditional works in horizontal communications, where the
results at θ = 90°are very close with Bellhop simulator for delay spread measurement.
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